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Abstra t
Grammati al Framework (GF) is a spe ial-purpose fun tional language for de ning grammars. It uses a Logi al Framework (LF) for a des ription of abstra t syntax, and adds to
this a notation for de ning on rete syntax. GF grammars themselves are purely de larative, but an be used both for linearizing syntax trees and parsing strings. GF an des ribe
both formal and natural languages. The key notion of this des ription is a grammati al
obje t, whi h is not just a string, but a re ord that ontains all information on in e tion
and inherent grammati al features su h as number and gender in natural languages, or
pre eden e in formal languages. Grammati al obje ts have a type system, whi h helps to
eliminate run-time errors in language pro essing.
In the same way as a LF, GF uses dependent types in abstra t syntax to express
semanti onditions, su h as well-typedness and proof obligations. Multilingual grammars,
where one abstra t syntax has many parallel on rete syntaxes, an be used for reliable
and meaning-preserving translation. They an also be used in authoring systems, where
syntax trees are onstru ted in an intera tive editor similar to proof editors based on LF.
While being edited, the trees an simultaneously be viewed in di erent languages.
The paper starts with a gradual introdu tion to GF, going through a sequen e of simpler
formalisms till the full power is rea hed. The introdu tion is followed by a systemati presentation of the GF formalism and outlines of the main algorithms: partial evaluation and
parser generation. The paper on ludes by brief dis ussions of the Haskell implementation
of GF, existing appli ations, and related work.

1 Introdu tion: the goals of GF
The Grammati al Framework (GF) is a grammar formalism, i.e. a language for
de ning grammars. The development of GF started as a notation for type-theoreti al
grammars (Ranta, 1994), whi h use Martin-Lof's type theory (1984) to express the
semanti s of natural language. The rst implementation was released in 1998 at


Thanks to Markus Forsberg, Reiner Hahnle, Kristofer Johannisson, Bengt Nordstrom, and an
anonymous referee for areful reading and valuable omments on this paper. GF itself has
bene tted from ontributions by many people at XRCE Grenoble, at Chalmers and Gothenburg
University, at CAMS in Paris, and in the European TYPES Community. The work has been
supported by the VINNOVA foundation within the proje t \Intera tive Language Te hnology"
(2001-06340).
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Xerox Resear h Centre Europe in Grenoble, with fo us on multilingual authoring
via a type-theoreti al pivot language. After the rst publi ation (Maenpaa & Ranta,
1999), GF has developed into a fun tional programming language, whereby its
notation has been ompletely revised, but it has preserved downward ompatibility.
The fo us of GF has thus shifted from an initial theoreti al idea to pra ti al
appli ations. In this paper, we try to make expli it the theory that has proved
useful for pra ti al appli ations. The goal of GF is to serve both linguists, who
want a high-level and reliable grammar formalism, and programmers, who want an
elegant and eÆ ient tool for building natural-language appli ations.

1.1 A Logi al Framework with on rete syntax
When des ribing or implementing a language, it is ustomary to distinguish between
its abstra t syntax, i.e. the hierar hi al stru ture of the language, and its on rete
syntax, i.e. what the language looks like as it is read and written. The idea is
that notions su h as type he king and semanti s are better de ned on the level of
abstra t syntax, without the lutter of on rete syntax details.
In programming language design, on rete syntax is usually kept as simple as
possible, with some on essions allowed to tradition, e.g. to in lude standard mathemati al notations. In linguisti s, the situation is di erent: the linguist has to take
a natural language as it is, and des ribe it the best she an. It is not ommon
to rea h a level at whi h one an make a neat distin tion between abstra t and
on rete syntax, or to dis uss questions like type he king and semanti s with the
same pre ision as in programming languages.
GF was born from a synthesis between the omputer s ien e and linguisti s ways
of thinking: what about if we take an abstra t syntax, with all type he king and
semanti s, and try to de ne a on rete syntax that looks exa tly as we want, in luding natural languages? We took a powerful formalism for abstra t syntax, a Logi al
Framework (LF)1 , and extended it with a notation for on rete syntax. With this
formalism, it be ame possible to de ne all aspe ts of a language at on e, whi h is
an advantage for language implementation. At the same time, it gives a new perspe tive on natural languages, sin e it makes pre ise semanti al notions appli able
to those fragments of natural language that are re ognized by GF grammars.
The pra ti al issue of adding on rete syntax to LF was already addressed in the
Mathemati al Verna ular proje t of de Bruijn (1994). The goal was to make LF
proof systems more a essible to users. An early implementation of this idea is a
program that translates proofs in the logi al framework Coq into an English-like
notation (Cos oy et al., 1995). However, the translation is part of the implementation of Coq itself: thus, even though the abstra t syntax of new mathemati al
on epts is user-de nable in Coq, their on rete syntax is not.
A step towards user-de ned on rete syntax is taken in Isabelle (Paulson, 2002),
whi h has a mix x notation to de ne the on rete syntax of fun tions. Mix x is
1

The logi al framework of GF is a version onstru tive type theory, as are LF (Harper et al.,
1993), ALF (Magnusson & Nordstrom, 1994), and Coq (The Coq Development Team, 1999).
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a generalization of in x de larations|whi h of ourse are rudimentary on retesyntax de nitions|into full ontext-free rules. To some extent, mix x notation is
enough even for natural language. For instan e, if we want to de ne an English
notation for the length fun tion, whose abstra t syntax is given by the fun tion
de laration
length : (A : Set) ! List A ! Int
2
it is enough to write:
length x = "the" ++"length" ++"of" ++ x

However, if we want to express length in orre t German, we need to in e t it in
di erent ases, put its argument into the dative ase pre xed by the preposition
von, and tell what gender it has. All this is done by a GF de nition
length

= f1 "Lange" Fem

where f1 is a on rete syntax fun tion taking are of the details of in e tion and
argument ase. Of ourse, f1 itself is user-de ned,

! Gen ! fs : Cas ) Str ; g : Geng ! fs : Cas ) Str ; g : Geng =
F; G; x ! fs = table f ) der Sg G ++F ++"von" ++x:s ! Datg ; g = Gg

f1 : Str

This rule uses another user-de ned fun tion, der, whi h gives the in e tional forms
of the German de nite arti le.
Rules like the ones for length are typi ally written by persons who work in LF and
are experts in the mathemati al theories that they are working with. Fun tions like
f1 and der require expertise in linguisti s and German grammar. A good division
of labour is that fun tions of the latter kind are provided in resour e grammars
written by linguists and an be taken for granted by those who write appli ations.
This requires a powerful notation permitting high levels of abstra tion.

1.2 A grammar formalism with the linearization perspe tive
Both omputer s ientists and linguists have developed grammar formalisms|de larative des riptions of language from whi h language-pro essing algorithms an be
automati ally generated. The best-known algorithm is parsing, whi h takes strings
into syntax trees (in the ase of GF: to fun tional terms). Many grammar formalisms
are designed to permit easy generation of parsers. The rules of GF, however, have
their most dire t readings in the dire tion of linearization, whi h takes fun tional
terms into strings. To show that also a parser an be derived from every GF grammar requires a ompli ated argument.
In omputer s ien e, the best-known grammar formalisms are ontext-free grammars (=BNF) and attribute grammars (Knuth, 1968). BNF is used for des ribing
languages in reports, but language implementations use extensions of the de larative
format with semanti a tions written in a general-purpose programming language.
2

We use GF notation; Isabelle mix x does not support argument suppression.
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YACC (Johnson, 1975) is the lassi al model for su h formalisms. Be ause of semanti a tions, YACC grammars annot generally be used for linearization. BNF
does not over the type- he king aspe t of languages, whereas attribute grammars
are able to do some of it. In YACC, some type he king an be performed in semanti a tions, but this easily be omes a mess, and separate phases are re ommended
instead. In logi al frameworks, type he king an be neatly in luded in abstra t
syntax de nitions, but there are not yet any tools for doing so in pra ti al language
implementations.
In linguisti s, the tradition losest to GF is Montague grammar (Montague,
1974), whi h uses simple type theory to express abstra t syntax. In a way, GF
is just a generi framework for implementing Montague-style grammars extended
with dependent types3 . Another point of referen e are the grammar formalisms
based on uni ation. These formalisms in lude DCG (Pereira & Warren, 1980) and
PATR (Shieber, 1986), whi h are, like GF, pure frameworks, and HPSG (Pollard
& Sag, 1994) and LFG (Bresnan, 1982), whi h have elements of built-in linguisti
theory. While postponing the dis ussion of related work to Se tion 10, it an be
useful to point out the major ways in whi h GF di ers from uni ation grammar
formalisms:








GF has separate rules for abstra t and on rete syntax.
The primary perspe tive in GF is linearization.
GF has a strong type system.
GF is a fun tional language.
GF an integrate semanti s with abstra t syntax.
GF supports multilingual grammars.

A ommon feature between GF and formalisms like PATR and HPSG is the use of
re ords to model omplex grammati al obje ts,

1.3 A multilingual authoring system
GF an be used in bat h mode for linearization, parsing, and translation. A new
kind of appli ation is inherited from type-theoreti al proof editors: syntax editing
natural language. This is the appli ation that explains Xerox's interest in the GF
proje t: with a multilingual grammar, the user of GF an edit a do ument in a
language that she does not know, while at the same time seeing how it evolves in
her own language. This a tivity is alled multilingual authoring (Power & S ott,
1998; Dymetman et al., 2000). For instan e, a letter being edited in Swedish may
look like this:
Kara [Re ipient℄,
jag har aran att meddela dig att du har blivit befordrad till [Position℄.
3

The semanti aspe ts of this extension are studied in (Ranta, 1994). A strong appli ation of
dependent types is the analysis of pronominal referen e.
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The expressions in bra kets are pla eholders, yet to be lled in to omplete the letter.
The possible llings are either hoi es from menus (generated from the grammar)
or strings of English or Swedish text (parsable by the grammar). In parallel with
Swedish, an English version may be generated from the same abstra t sour e:
Dear [Re ipient℄,
I have the honour to inform you that you have been promoted to [Position℄.

The author an be sure that both letters ome out grammati ally orre t and onvey
the same message. The type-theoreti al representation works as a pivot language,
whi h ontrols the onsisten y of the do ument, and guarantees that all translations
have the same meaning. Intera tion eliminates a notorious problem of automati
translation, whi h is that a sour e text written in natural language generally does
not fully determine the semanti ontent ( f. Kay (1997)).
A multilingual GF grammar is a simple and eÆ ient way to implement translation, whi h works surprisingly well, due to the long distan e from on rete-syntax
details that is possible in abstra t syntax. Most other systems use separate transfer
rules to translate between languages. The obvious disadvantage of transfer rules
is that n(n 1) transfer modules are needed to translate between n languages,
whereas GF only needs n + 1 grammar modules. The disadvantage of GF's pivot
language method is that translation is limited to be stru ture-preserving. Even if
there is no GF notation to express transfer rules, GF does not pre lude them: the
API module (Se tion 8.4) gives support for de ning transfer rules in Haskell.

2 Context-free rewrite grammars
This se tion starts a series of more and more powerful fragments of GF. Most GF
on epts and appli ations already make sense in this rst fragment, but only a
limited lass of GF grammars an be written in it. Se tions 3 and 4 extend the
abstra t syntax part of GF, whereas Se tion 5 independently extends the on rete
syntax part.

2.1 From ontext-free grammars to ontext-free rewrite grammars
Context-free rewrite grammars are a generalization of ontext-free grammars, arising from a distin tion between two aspe ts: abstra t syntax and on rete syntax.
Consider a ontext-free rule

f: C ::= t1 : : : t

m

where f is the rule label, C is a ategory symbol, and ea h t is either a ategory
symbol (a nonterminal) or a string (a terminal). The abstra t syntax aspe t of this
rule is a a fun tion de laration, de laring f as a fun tion whose value type is C and
argument types are the nonterminals C1 : : : C among t1 : : : t :
i

n

fun f : C1

m

!  ! C ! C
n
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The on rete syntax aspe t is a linearization rule, whi h assigns a linear pattern to
the fun tion f :
pattern f x1 : : : x = t1 ++ : : : ++t
Ea h t is either one of the variables x (a nonterminal) or a string (a terminal).
As an example of splitting a ontext-free rule into a fun tion de laration and a
linearization rule, onsider the rule
n

i

m

j

Div: Prop ::= Exp "is" "divisible" "by" Exp

Splitting gives the rule pair

fun Div : Exp ! Exp ! Prop
pattern Div x y = x ++"is" ++"divisible" ++"by" ++y
Abstra t syntax rules alone de ne a system of syntax trees, i.e. fun tional terms
formed by using rule labels as onstants. Given two more fun tion de larations,

fun two : Exp
sum : Exp

!

Exp

!

Exp

we an form the syntax tree
Div (sum two two)two

whose type is Prop. Given the linearization rules

pattern sum x y = "the" ++"sum" ++"of" ++x ++"and" ++y
two = "two"
we have a orresponden e between this tree and the string
the sum of two and two is divisible by two

2.2 Permutation, suppression, and redupli ation
To represent ontext-free rules in ontext-free rewrite grammar, the full expressive power of linear patterns is not needed, but only the spe ial ase in whi h
the sequen e of nonterminals in the linear pattern orresponds one-to-one to the
arguments of the fun tion. The full format extends this spe ial ase in three ways:





Permutation: onstituent order may be hanged.
Suppression: onstituents may be hidden.
Redupli ation: onstituents may be repeated.

Permutation is important if we want to have on rete syntaxes sharing an abstra t
syntax. For instan e, it permits giving the same abstra t syntax to pre x and inx notation, or to adje tival modi ation in English (pre x: even number) and
Fren h (post x: nombre pair). Suppression is needed if we want a syntax tree to
arry more information than the orresponding string, as in proof- arrying do uments (Se tion 4.3). Redupli ation shows that the formalism is more powerful than
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ontext-free grammars: for instan e, the opy language of the universal language U
(over some alphabet)
fxxjx 2 U g
is ontext-sensitive, but it is en oded by the ontext-free rewrite grammar

fun f : U

! S ; pattern f x

= x ++ x

2.3 Linearization
To linearize a syntax tree

f a1 : : : a
the linearization algorithm reads the linear pattern given in the rule
n

pattern f x1 : : : x = t1 ++ : : : ++t
n

m

and s ans the sequen e t1 ++ : : : ++t from left to right:
m

(f a1 : : : a )o = s1
n

where



++

:::

++

s

m

ao if t = x (the j 'th argument)
s if t = s (string)
The algorithm assumes that expressions are in the full appli ation form, i.e. fun tions are endowed by all their arguments: otherwise it is in general not possible to
ll the linear pattern in a meaningful way. To express fun tions, lambda abstra tion
must be used (Se tion 3).4
s =
i

j

i

j

i

2.4 Type he king and syntax editing
The type he ker uses abstra t syntax to look up the types of fun tions and veri es
that they are used in a ordan e with their types. Rather than formulating the
algorithm expli itly, we give the typing rule of syntax trees:
f : C1 ! : : : ! C ! C a 1 : C1 : : : a : C
f a1 : : : a : C
n

n

n

n

This is of ourse the same as the full appli ation rule of typed lambda al ulus.
Syntax editing takes pla e in a state, whi h onsists of a tree being edited and
the subtree that is the urrent fo us. The tree may be in omplete, that is, ontain
pla eholders (also alled metavariables), whi h are yet to be lled by subtrees. An
example is the following arithmeti al proposition, where the fo us is marked by an
asterisk () and pla eholders by question marks (?):
Div (sum two ?) ?

4

Full appli ation is usually required in all fun tional languages whenever other kinds of fun tions
are used than pre xes: one annot write (if b then 5 else) to repla e (nx -> if b then 5
else x), and omitting two arguments would lead to the ompletely bizarre (if b then else).
One of the rare ex eptions are Haskell's in x se tions, su h as (4+) (equal to (nx -> 4 + x))
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The linearization of this tree is
the sum of two and ( ?) is divisible by ?
An important aspe t of editing in GF is that it is possible to swit h between the
tree representation and its linearizations, even when the tree is in omplete.
For an eÆ ient implementation of editing ommands, we represent trees in a form
in whi h the types of all subtrees are shown. The above tree is then represented
: Prop
: Exp
two : Exp
*
?
: Exp
?
: Exp
The editor uses the typing rule for full appli ations to annotate ea h subtree with
the value type of its fun tion head.
The most important editing ommand is re nement, whi h repla es the metavariable in fo us with a fun tion. If the fun tion takes arguments, like sum, re nement
introdu es new metavariables:
the sum of two and ( the sum of ? and ?) is divisible by ?
The value type of the fun tion must of ourse mat h the type of the fo us metavariable. The editor guarantees this by maintaining a menu of type- orre t re nements
extra ted from the grammar.
The editor fo us is analogous to the ursor in a string editor: it marks the pla e to
whi h editing ommands apply. The analogue of ursor movements are navigation
ommands, whi h shift the fo us without hanging the tree. GF uses a zipper (Huet,
1997) to represent the editor state. As shown by Huet, navigation ommands an
be implemented eÆ iently for the zipper. Editing ommands are eÆ ient, as well,
if the nodes lo ally ontain all information that is needed when exe uting them|in
parti ular, the types of all subtrees.
Re nement is a purely top-down editing ommand, inherited to GF from the
proof editor ALF (Magnusson & Nordstrom, 1994). The zipper implementation
has made it easy to add a generalized bottom-up ommand, the lo al wrap. The lo al
wrap embeds the fo us subtree, whi h need not be a metavariable, in a fun tion
appli ation. If the fo us is a tree
t : A
then any fun tion
f :  ! A !  ! A
an be used to repla e t with (f ? : : : t : : :?); i.e. one argument pla e of f is lled by
t, and the other pla es by metavariables. For instan e, wrapping the fo us term of
Div

sum

Div two (one)

in the rst argument pla e of sum : Exp

!

Exp

!

Div two (sum one ?)

Exp results in the tree
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In the orresponding English senten e, the word one gets embedded in the phrase
the sum of one and ?. Su h an insertion is of ourse trivial in a text editor working
on strings, but not available in most tree-based stru ture editors. Yet it is a fun tionality that do ument authors expe t from an editor: they want to make lo al
modi ations in a do ument without having to destroy and rebuild parts of it.
The wrap operation is similar to tree adjoining in the grammar formalism TAG
(Tree Adjoining Grammars) (Joshi, 1985). A spe ial ase is wrapping the top node,
whi h is pure bottom-up editing: there we an relax the requirement that the value
type of the fun tion be the same as the type of the fo us.

2.5 Parsing
While linearization in ontext-free rewrite grammars is straightforward, parsing is
a sear h problem. We redu e it to parsing in ontext-free grammars, whi h has a
omplete solution by e.g. the Earley algorithm (Earley, 1970). Context-free parsing
is ompleted by postpro essing that involves a rearrangement of subtrees.
Translation into ontext-free rules. To ea h pair of a typing judgement and
a linearization rule

fun f : C1 ! : : : ! C ! C
pattern f x1 : : : x = t1 ++ : : : ++ t
n

n

m

we assign the ontext-free rule

f : C ::=
p

where



1

:::

m

C if t = x (nonterminal)
s if t = s (terminal)
The fun tion f is indexed by a pro le p, whi h is a list of lists of integers
i

=

j

i

j

i

[p1 ; : : : ; p ℄
n

where

p = [j j j 2 f1; : : : ; kg; t0 = x ℄
where t01 : : : t0 is the sequen e of nonterminals in the pattern lause. In other
words, ea h item p in the pro le tells what pla es the ith argument o upies in the
linear pattern. For instan e, the pair of rules
i

j

i

k

i

fun f : A

! B ! C ! D ; pattern f x y z

= y ++"kuin" ++y ++"on" ++z

generates the rule

f[[℄ [1 2℄ [3℄℄: D ::= B "kuin" B "on" C
;

;

;

Postpro essing ontext-free parse trees. A parse tree produ ed by the
ontext-free parser may have a wrong number of arguments in wrong pla es and
even in in onsistent ways (be ause of redupli ation). The transformation of parse
trees into proper fun tional terms is performed by referen e to the pro le of the
R
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fun tion head5 :

(f

where



p

1

:::

m

) = f a1 : : : a
R

n

if k 2 p and x is onsistently represented
? if p is empty
If an argument is suppressed in linearization, this operation thus introdu es a
metavariable to represent it. If di erent o urren es of an argument are not represented onsistently6 , the operation of rearrangement fails.
Context-free parsing. The hoi e of ontext-free parsing algorithm is often the
main eÆ ien y issue when pro essing a language. Sin e GF grammars are implemented as rst- lass data obje ts in Haskell, well-known analyses and transformations (Hop roft & Ullman, 1979) an be applied to them. For instan e, even though
the Earley algorithm is appli able to all grammars, some grammars may turn out
to permit deterministi LR(1) parsing (Knuth, 1965), whi h an then be hosen for
eÆ ien y.
Some pathologi al rules ause problems for all ontext-free parsing algorithms.
A y li rule
f: C ::= C
generates the in nite sequen e of parse trees

a =
i

R
k

i

i

i

t; f t; f (f t); f (f (f t)); : : :
for any tree t of type C . Cy li rules are sometimes generated from inno ent-looking
GF rules, su h as

fun f : A

! C ! C ; pattern f x y

= y

where the argument x is suppressed in linearization.

2.6 Semanti de nitions and omputation
The abstra t syntax of a GF grammar an be thought of as a semanti model of
the language, espe ially in those ases where GF is used as a synta ti annotation
language for a logi al framework. In su h a model, we often want not only to de lare
fun tions but also to de ne them. To this end, GF has the form of judgement

def f x1 : : : x = t
n

where f : C1 !
An example is

5

6

   ! C ! C and t : C in the
n

ontext x1 : C1 ; : : : ; x : C .
n

n

def double x = sum x x

In ontext-free rewrite grammar, pro les are an optimization that make it possible to avoid
lookups in the grammar at the postpro essing stage. In full GF, pro les are indispensable ( f.
Se tion 7.2).
Consistent means here that the trees are the same. In a more general setting, it means that
they are uni able; f. Se tion 7.2.
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De nitions are used for omputing trees, and they de ne thereby a notion of equality
between trees. This equality is alled semanti equality, sin e it does not a e t
linearization: even though the terms two and double one are equal by de nition,
they are linearized as two di erent strings. We say that strings resulting from
semanti ally equal trees are paraphrases of ea h other.

3 Variable bindings
Many interesting languages have variable-binding operations. For instan e, prediate al ulus has the universal quanti er 8 forming propositions su h as

8x:x + 0 = x

where the variable x is bound in the subformula x + 0 = x. The ontext-free syntax
of universally quanti ed propositions is
Prop ::= "8" Var ":" Prop

This rule, however, does not apture the fa t that the variable is bound in the
subformula. The two parts of the stru ture, Var and Prop, are not onstituents
in the same sense: the Prop is an argument, whereas the Var is a binding. The
distin tion between arguments and bindings is fundamental for abstra t syntax
operations, su h as type he king and omputation|and in parti ular for syntax
editing|and has to be stated somewhere, either by separate rules, or by using
higher-order abstra t syntax instead of ontext-free syntax. We will now explain how
GF implements higher-order abstra t syntax and orresponding on rete syntax.

3.1 The abstra t syntax of bindings
In higher-order abstra t syntax, variable-binding operators are treated as fun tions
that take fun tions as arguments. For instan e, the universal quanti er has just one
argument: a fun tion from expressions to propositions:

fun Univ : (Exp

!

Prop)

!

Prop

This fun tion has a se ond-order type. The general form of a type is now

A1

!  ! A ! C
n

where ea h A is a type and C is a ategory7. Obje ts of fun tion types an be
formed by -abstra tion, of the form
i

x1 ; : : : ; x

n

!b

We require that the number of -bound variables be the same as the number of
argument types; this is known as the  long normal form of -terms.
7

We ould say: C is a type, but the resulting notion of type would be equivalent. As we formulate
it now, we emphasize that ea h type has a basi type as its value type.
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For example, the formula 8x:x + 0 = x has the syntax tree
Univ(x

!

Eq (sum x Zero) x)

3.2 The on rete syntax of bindings
In the  long normal form, every subtree whose type is a fun tion type has a bound
variable for ea h of its argument types. We olle t the variable symbols x1 ; : : : ; x
and the linearization b of the body into a re ord
n

fv

1

= x1 ; : : : ; ; v = x ; s = bg
n

n

whi h is the linearization of the whole tree. We use the re ord label s for the body,
and the labels v1 ; v2 ; v; : : : for the variables; if there is just one variable, we use v.
For example, the linearization of x ! Eq (sum x Zero) x is

fv

= "x" ; s = "x" ++"+" ++"0" ++"=" ++"x"g

The linearization rule of the fun tion Univ is

lin Univ P = fs = "8" ++ P:v ++ ":" ++ P:sg
The general form of a linearization rule is now

lin f x1 : : : x = fs = t1 ++ : : : ++ t
n

m

g

where ea h t has one of the forms "foo" (terminal string), x :s (nonterminal body),
x :v (nonterminal variable). The linearization algorithm distinguishes three ases:
i

j

j

k

t(x1 := ao1 ; : : : ; x := ao )
if lin f x1 : : : x = t
abstra tion: (z1 !    ! z ! b)o = fv1 = `z1 '; : : : ; v = `z 'g  bo
variable:
xo
= fs = `x'g
This de nition uses an operation  for onjoining re ords, and a substitution operation (x := a). It also presupposes a symbol-printing operation produ ing a string
`x' from a variable symbol x.8 The full normal form of linearization is obtained by
these rules, substitutions, and the re ord proje tion rule
appli ation: (f a1 : : : a )o

=

n

n

n

n

n

f: : : ; r

n

n

= t; : : :g:r = t

Using re ords instead of strings as values of linearization is ru ial for maintaining the ompositionality of linearization: for ea h fun tion f , the linearization rule
assigns a on rete-syntax fun tion f 0 su h that
(f a1 : : : a )o = f 0 ao : : : ao
n

8

1

n

One ase is missing from this de nition: variable applied to arguments. This ase is needed if the
abstra t syntax uses third- or higher-order fun tions. GF then produ es an ad ho linearization
where the symbol x is pre xed to the linearizations of the arguments in parentheses. In pra ti e,
fun tions of higher order than the se ond are rare in abstra t syntax; stri tly speaking, however, one should on lude that GF only supports user-de ned on rete syntax for se ond-order
abstra t syntax.
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where we denote the linearization of a tree t by to . Thus the linearization of a tree
depends only on the linearizations of its subtrees, not on the subtrees themselves.
Compositionality guarantees a natural orresponden e between abstra t and onrete syntax. It also helps to make the implementation of GF eÆ ient (Se tion 5.4).
The pattern format used for ontext-free rewrite grammars is a spe ial ase of
the lin format, as de ned in Se tion 6.4.2.

3.3 Parsing bindings
From the ontext-free point of view, variable bindings are onstituents: the parser
reading the input looks for items of a ertain shape (e.g. \x") that mat h a parti ular
nonterminal Var. The ontext-free rule generated from Univ looks as follows:
Univ[([[1℄℄;[2℄)℄ Prop ::= "8" Var ":" Prop

The right-hand-side is as expe ted. The pro le now ontains information about
where in the parse tree the bound variables are found: we extend the pro les of
Se tion 2.5 to lists of pairs (b; ) where is a pro le item in the old sense, telling
what pla es the onstituent o upies, and b is a list of items telling what pla es
ea h of the bound variables o upy.
When produ ing ontext-free grammars. we introdu e a ategory Var distin t
from all ategories in the ontext-free grammar, with some rules for re ognizing
variables. We add a rule
var : C ::= Var
for ea h ategory C . Finally, when postpro essing the parse tree, a suppressed
binding (i.e. one with the pro le item [ ℄) is not repla ed by a metavariable (?), but
by a fresh ordinary variable. Noti e that the uni ation phase of postpro essing is
rst-order, sin e variables in bindings are treated as ordinary arguments.
C

3.4 Type he king and syntax editing bindings
Type he king syntax trees with bindings is the same thing as monomorphi type
he king in simply typed lambda al ulus. In addition to the full appli ation rule
of Se tion 2.4, we have the full abstra tion rule
(x1 : A1 ; : : : ; x : A )
: C
x1 ; : : : ; x ! : A1 ! : : : ! A
n

n

n

n

!C

For syntax editing, we ontinue to use the zipper. Nodes are extended to ontain
the a tual bindings. Ea h binding shows the type of the variable, whi h makes it
easy to look up the type. For instan e, a tree for the logi al formula

8x:x = x
looks as follows:
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: Prop
: Prop
: Exp
: Exp

Univ

(x : Exp) Equal
x
x

4 Dependent types
Dependent types are types that depend on obje ts. We will give examples of two
uses of them: rst a grammar that de nes the type he ker of a small programming
language, and se ondly a grammar of proofs, whi h leads to the notion of proofarrying do uments.

4.1 Typed expressions
The following judgements de ne a ategory Typ of datatypes, and the ategory
Exp of expressions, whi h depends on Typ.

at Typ
Exp Typ

Examples of datatypes are integers, booleans, and lists:

fun Int, Bool : Typ
List : Typ

!

Typ

To de ne expressions, we use generalized fun tion types where the value type depends on the argument9:

fun Zero :
True :
Nil :
Cons :
append :

Exp Int
Exp Bool
(A : Typ)
(A : Typ)
(A : Typ)

! Exp A
! Exp A ! Exp (List A) ! Exp (List A)
! ( ; : Exp (List A)) ! Exp (List A)

For example,

Cons Int Zero (Nil Int)
is a valid syntax tree of type Exp (List Int), whereas
Cons Int Zero (Cons Bool True (Nil Int))

is not a valid tree of any type. The grammar thus expresses not only the synta ti
well-formedness of the language but also its well-typedness.
Noti e how dependent types de ne the fun tions Nil, Cons, and append as polymorphi : their Exp arguments an be expressions of any types, in virtue of the
9

In all variable-binding onstru tions of GF, the wild ard
variable is not used.

an serve as a bound variable, if the
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Typ argument. The same te hnique is used in monomorphi type theory (Nord-

strom et al., 1990) and in the dependently typed programming language Cayenne
(Augustsson, 1998). Polymorphism in on rete syntax results from argument suppression: for instan e, the Haskell notation for lists is de ned by the rules

lin Nil = fs = "[ ℄"g
Cons x y = fs = x:s ++":" ++y:sg
append x y = fs = "(" ++x:s ++"++" ++y:s ++")"g
When ompleted with semanti de nitions,

def append (Nil ) y = y
append A (Cons a x) y = Cons A a (append A x y )
the grammar de nes a omplete parser, pretty-printer, type he ker, interpreter,
and syntax editor for this little language10.

4.2 Curry-Howard isomorphism
The de nition of type- orre t expressions in abstra t syntax is a fairly simple appliation of dependent types. A more involved one, and originally the main motivation
of logi al frameworks, is to de ne logi al al uli by formulating inferen e rules as
de larations of proof fun tions. The stru ture is the same as with types and expressions: we have a basi type Prop of propositions and the dependent type Proof A
of proofs of a proposition A. The idea to treat propositions as types of proofs is
known as the Curry-Howard isomorphism. An example is impli ation a la MartinLof (1984): the formation, introdu tion, and elimination rules ome out as follows:

fun Impl : Prop ! Prop
ImplI : (A; B : Prop)
ImplE : (A; B : Prop)

!
!
!

Prop
(Proof A ! Proof B ) ! Proof (Impl A B )
Proof (Impl A B ) ! Proof A ! Proof B

If we now want to express formal proofs in natural language, we simply give linearization rules that produ e texts, e.g.

lin ImplI A B b = fs = "assume" ++A:s ++":" ++b:s ++":" ++
"Hen e" ++"if" ++A:s ++"then" ++B:sg
On the top level of mathemati al texts, we use a ategory Text for textual units
su h as theorems with or without proofs:

fun ThmProof, ThmOmit : (A : Prop) ! Proof A ! Text
lin ThmProof A a = fs = "T heorem:" ++A:s ++"P roof:" ++a:s ++"QED"g
ThOmit A = fs = "T heorem:" ++A:s ++"P roof:" ++"Omitted:"g
10

In GF's parameter system (Se tion 5), we ould moreover de ne a pre eden e parameter to
regulate the use of parentheses.
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The typing of these fun tions for es the proof in ThmProof really to prove the
theorem; in ThmOmit, a proof must exist even though it is not shown. Thus anyone
who uses the GF syntax editor to build proof texts is for ed to making them orre t.

4.3 Proof- arrying do uments
Besides mathemati al texts, dependent types and the Curry-Howard isomorphism
are useful for other kinds of texts, to guarantee semanti properties. Consider, for
instan e, texts des ribing train onne tions:
To get from Gothenburg to Hamburg, rst take train 487 to Copenhagen and then hange
to train 36.

The semanti well-formedness onditions for this text are that train 487 runs from
Gothenburg to Copenhagen, that train 36 runs from Copenhagen to Hamburg, and
that train 487 arrives at Copenhagen before train 36 leaves. All of these onditions
an be on isely expressed by a grammar with a dependent type Train A B of train
onne tions from the ity A to the ity B , and a type of proofs of the fa t that one
train arrives before another train leaves. New onne tions are generated by the rule

fun Conne t : (A; B; C : City)

! (a

: Train A B )
Before A B C a b

! (b : Train B C ) !
! Train A C

It is easy to write a linearization rule for Conne t generating texts like the example
above. Linearization hides the proof of the Before ondition, but anyone who uses
the GF syntax editor to build the text is obliged to give a proof in order for the
text to be omplete. We all this idea proof- arrying do uments, with a referen e
to proof- arrying ode (Ne ula, 1997).

4.4 Con rete syntax and dependent types
Little need be said about the on rete syntax of dependent types, sin e linearization
rules look pre isely the same as without them. In parsing rules, the arguments of
dependent ategories are just ignored. The ontext-free parsing phase thus ignores
type dependen ies. It a epts ill-formed expressions su h as \0 : True : [ ℄", whi h
the subsequent type he king phase reje ts.
It is possible to improve the performan e of the GF parser by integrating parsing
and type he king: errors are then dete ted at an earlier stage. Some amount of
integration is ne essary if the grammar has synta ti ally dummy oer ion rules like

fun oer e : Exp Int ! Exp Float ; lin oer e x = x:
The orresponding ontext-free rule is y li ,
oer e: Exp ::= Exp;

and produ es an in nity of parse trees, at most one of whi h is type- orre t11.
11

Luo and Callaghan (1999) investigate oer ion as a entral phenomenon of informal mathemati al language and suggest an algorithm for resolving it
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4.5 Type he king and syntax editing dependent types
Type he king with dependent types is harder than without them, sin e it involves
omputation of expressions. For instan e, a proof that 2 is even is also a proof that
1 + 1 is even. In the presen e of variables and metavariables, moreover, it annot
always be de ided if an expression has a given type: whether a proof of Even 2 is
also a proof of Even (1+?) depends on the value of ?. Therefore, what the type
he ker returns is not a boolean value but a set of onstraints, whi h are equalities
between terms. The value True orresponds to the empty set of onstraints. The
value False orresponds to the situation where some of the onstraints is impossible,
e.g. 1 = 0 ( f. (Magnusson & Nordstrom, 1994)).
In general, onstraints ontain metavariables that appear in di erent positions
in the tree. Be ause of this, metavariables have to arry unique identi ers; we use
subindexed question marks for this. For instan e, parsing the expression
0 : 1 : [℄
in the grammar of Se tion 4.1 reates an in omplete term of an in omplete type:
Cons ?0 Zero (Cons ?1 One (Nil ?2 )) : Exp ?3

The type he ker an easily nd out the following onstraints:
?0 = ?1 = ?2 = Int; ?3 = List ?0
In this example, a simple onstraint-solving me hanism is enough to automati ally
instantiate all the metavariables. Su h is usually the ase for hidden type arguments
orresponding to polymorphism: the user of an editor does not need to ll in these
arguments.
Even if onstraints remain unsolved, they an be helpful in syntax editing. sin e
they narrow down available hoi es. For instan e, in a menu of re nements for
? : Exp Bool, fun tions whose value type is Exp Int are not shown.
Formal rules for dependent types are given in Se tion 6.2. As type he king
algorithm, we have used the one in (Coquand, 1996), whi h we have modi ed so
that it type-annotates terms into trees used by the zipper editor. In addition to
bindings, fun tion body, and value type, as in Se tion 3.4, the information stored
in a node in ludes the onstraints reated when type he king that node.

5 Extending on rete syntax
The values returned by linearization have so far been strings and re ords of strings.
In this se tion, we generalize this to re ords that may also ontain string-valued
nite fun tions, tables, as well as parameters. Di erent on rete syntaxes may use
di erent re ord types for one and the same type in the abstra t syntax. This extension is essential to keep abstra t syntax independent of language-dependent features
su h as in e tion.
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5.1 Parameters, tables, and re ords
A parameter type is a nite set of parameter values, on whi h the linearization
of an expression may depend. For example, the type of grammati al numbers in
English has two values: the singular and the plural. Expressions linearized as English
ommon nouns have two forms: e.g. Int has the singular form integer and the plural
form integers.
We write
param Num = Sg j Pl
to de ne the parameter type Num. The type

)

Num

Str

is the type of string-valued tables on Num, and the expression

table fSg

)

"integer" ; Pl

)

"integers"g

gives su h a table in expli it form. The sele tion operation (!) is used for applying
tables to arguments:

table fSg

)

"integer" ; Pl

)

"integers"g ! Pl = "integers"

Con rete syntax assigns to every ategory in abstra t syntax a linearization type:
for instan e, the linearization type of CN is given by the judgement

lin at CN = fs : Num

)

Strg

Linearization rules for expressions of the ategory CN must have this value type.
An example of su h a rule is

lin Int = fs = table fSg

)

"integer" ; Pl

)

"integers"gg

In German, ommon nouns do not only depend on number, but also on ase
(Nominative, A usative, Genitive, Dative). The linearization type thus has a twoargument table, whi h we \ urry" into a table of tables:

lin at CN = fs : Num

)

Case

)

Strg

In yet other languages, there may be three numbers (Arabi has the dual) or fteen
ases (Finnish has|well. . . ). In ontext-free (rewrite) grammars, all this variation
would have to be expressed by unrelated rules, whi h would make it impossible to
use a ommon abstra t syntax.
In addition to parameters that produ e di erent forms, expressions may have
parameters as inherent features. For instan e, German ommon nouns have a gender
(Mas uline, Feminine, Neuter) asso iated to them, but not as in e tion forms: any
noun inherently has just one gender. Inherent features are expressed by re ord elds
in linearization types. Here is an amended rule for German ommon nouns:

lin at CN = fs : Num

)

Case

)

Str ; g : Geng

The re ord linearizing a tree ontains all linguisti information on erning the
expression: its in e tion table and its inherent features. Su h information is what
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we normally nd in di tionaries. In grammar, this information is not only needed
for individual words, but for arbitrarily omplex phrases. For instan e, in English,
when a ommon noun is modi ed by an adje tive, the resulting omplex ommon
noun an still be in e ted in number:

fun Mod : Adj ! CN ! CN
lin Mod F A = fs = table fSg ) F:s ++A:s ! Sg ; Pl

) F:s ++A:s ! Plgg

All fun rules must have lin rules of mat hing linearization types. This an be
he ked at ompile time, before the grammar is used. It is also easy to he k that
the rules are omplete|essentially, that all tables have values for all elements of
their argument types. Using a type system to prevent run-time errors is one of the
key ideas that GF has inherited from fun tional programming languages.

5.2 Hierar hi al parameters
Parameter types are like data types in Haskell and other fun tional languages,
with the restri tion that they must be nite. Hierar hi al parameter types are
permitted, and they are, in fa t, often very appropriate. To give an example, Fren h
verbs, as presented in the authoritative Bes herelle (1997), have three persons,
two numbers, two genders, four (non- omposite) tenses, and six modes. But the
in e tion tables display only 51 (non- omposite) verb forms, not 288, whi h would
be the ase if the forms were simply ross-produ ts of all parameters. The reason is
that many ombinations do not exist. A natural way of des ribing this parameter
system is by using parameter types whose onstru tors have arguments from other
parameter types. The following system is a straightforward GF formalization of the
Bes herelle:12

param Nombre =
Personne =
Genre =
Temps =
TSubj =
TPart =
NImper =
VForm =

j

12

Sg j Pl
P1 j P2 j P3
Mas j Fem
Pres j Imparf j Passe j Futur
SPres j SImparf
PPres j PPasse Genre Nombre
SgP2 j PlP1 j PlP2
Inf j Indi Temps Nombre Personne j Cond Nombre Personne
Subj TSubj Nombre Personne j Imper NImper j Part TPart

We have used this type system in a omplete GF implementation of the Bes herelle onjugations;
see GF Homepage (Ranta, 2002). Huet (2000) uses CAML datatypes in the same way in his
morphology of Sanskrit.
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5.3 Dis ontinuous onstituents
In all examples so far, the linearization of a tree has been a re ord with one prin ipal
string or string-valued table, stored in a eld labelled s. Now we onsider ases
where the linearization onsists of separate parts, whi h an hange order and get
other expressions inserted between them. Su h expressions are alled dis ontinuous
onstituents.
A famous example of dis ontinuous onstituents is German verb phrases. A verb
phrase is a omplex expression onsisting of a verb and its omplements, in English
e.g. loves Mary in John loves Mary. The analysis of a senten e into a noun phrase
(the subje t) and a verb phrase (the predi ate) is motivated both by logi (Aristotelian or modern) and by linguisti fa ts su h as the onjun tion John loves Mary
and hates Bill. In German, however, the verb phrase (liebt Maria) annot be found
in all uses of the senten e (Johann liebt Maria). For instan e, in the onditional
wenn Johann Maria liebt, liebt Johann Maria
the verb phrase is used with a reverse word order in the ante edent, and dissolved
into two parts in the su edent. Those linguists who still believe that liebt Maria is
a onstituent of the senten e, have to treat it as a dis ontinuous onstituent.
In GF, dis ontinuous onstituents are re ords with more than one string-valued
elds. The German linearization type of verb phrases an be de ned as

lin at VP = fs1 : Agr ) Str ; s2 : Strg
onsisting of the verb part s1 and the omplement part s2 . The verb part depends on
agreement features, su h as number and person. It re eives them from the subje t of
the senten e, whi h has them as inherent features. The senten e-forming predi ation
rule
fun Pred : NP ! VP ! S
is linearized under a three-valued parameter that produ es di erent strings for
dire t, inverse, and subordinate senten es:
lin Pred N V = fs = table fDir ) N:s ++V:s1 ! N:a ++V:s2 ;
Inv ) V:s1 ! N:a ++N:s ++V:s2 ;
Sub ) N:s ++V:s2 ++V:s1 ! N:agg
The omplementation rule forms a verb phrase from a transitive verb (TV) and a
noun phrase:
fun Compl : TV ! NP ! VP
lin Compl V N = fs1 = V:s ; s2 = N:s ! A g
Given the noun phrases Johann and Maria and the transitive verb Lieben, we an
form the syntax tree
Pred Johann (Compl Lieben Maria)
whi h has a linearization produ ing three forms: Johann liebt Maria, liebt Johann
Maria, and Johann Maria liebt.
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Parsing dis ontinuous onstituents will be explained as a part of the full GF
parsing algorithm (Se tion 7.2). We just noti e that dis ontinuous onstituents
make it possible to de ne intri ate non- ontext-free languages, su h as
fa b j n = 1; 2; : : :g
n n n

This language is de ned by the ategory S of the following GF grammar:

at S ; Aux
fun exp : Aux ! S ; rst : Aux ; next : Aux ! Aux
lin at Aux = fs1 : Str ; s2 : Str ; s3 : Strg
lin exp x = fs = x:s1 ++x:s2 ++x:s3 g
rst = fs1 = "a" ; s2 = "b" ; s3 = " "g
next x = fs1 = "a" ++x:s1 ; s2 = "b" ++x:s2 ; s3 = " " ++x:s3 g

5.4 Canoni al GF
We have extended ontext-free grammars into grammars where linearizations of
syntax trees are re ords of tables of grammati al obje ts. The operational semanti s of these grammars will be explained in terms of omputation rules for table
sele tions and re ord proje tions in Se tion 6.3. From this perspe tive, linearization
is similar to evaluation in a fun tional programming language.
However, GF has a omputational model that is simpler than evaluation in fun tional language, sin e it does not involve substitutions for variables. The only variables that are present in the right-hand-side t of a linearization rule

lin f x1 : : : x = t
are x1 : : : x , whi h stand for the linearizations of the arguments of f . The substitution of values for these variables an be performed in the same way as sele tions
and proje tions: as look-up followed by simple repla ement. Linearization as a whole
is a single inorder traversal of the syntax tree.
We will refer to the GF on rete-syntax notation so far introdu ed as anoni al
GF. In the next se tion, we will go far beyond anoni al GF by adding fun tions
and pattern mat hing. This extension is important for the usability of GF. For
the implementation, however, the important thing is that the ri h notation an be
ompiled ba k into anoni al GF. Even though linearization ould be performed
dire tly as evaluation on the ri h notation, it is mu h more eÆ ient to perform
partial evaluation on the grammar and use anoni al GF at runtime. Moreover, it
is from anoni al GF that parsers are derived. Partial evaluation and parsing will
be explained in Se tion 7.
n

n

5.5 Abstra tion me hanisms
Linguists, just like fun tional programmers, like to work with strong generalizations
and on a high level of abstra tion. GF makes a essible to linguists two abstra tion
me hanisms of fun tional programming: fun tion de nitions and pattern mat hing.
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Fun tion de nitions in GF are alled operation de nitions to distinguish them
from the fun judgements of abstra t syntax. An example is the operation that
produ es regular ommon nouns in English:

oper regCN : Tok

! fs : Num ) Strg

= 

! fs = Sg )

; Pl

)

+"s"g13

The linearization rule of the datatype expression Int an now be on isely written

lin Int = regCN "integer"
Pattern mat hing is used in tables: bran hes an be de ned not only for onstru tor expressions, but also for patterns, whi h may ontain variables and wild ards
( ). For instan e, the following table de nes the English adje tival modi ation rule
by using a pattern variable n for number:

lin Mod F A = fs = table fn

) F:s ++A:s ! ngg

It is possible to expand this table into the fully expli it form shown in Se tion 5.1;
using patterns, however, aptures the generalization that it is the noun part that
re eives the number of the whole phrase.
Fun tion types (A ! B ) and table types (A ) B ) have many ommon properties: both allow urrying, full and partial appli ation, and formation by abstra tion.
There are important di eren es, however:





Tables, but not fun tions, are restri ted to nite argument types.
Tables, but not fun tions, an be formed by ase analysis.14
Tables, but not fun tions, are values in anoni al GF.

The partial evaluation algorithm (Se tion 7.1) shows in fa t that



Fun tions an always be eliminated from linearization rules.

5.6 Resour e grammars
The intended use of GF is to build natural-language fragments on top of semanti
models, su h as mathemati al theories. This makes it possible to minimize the size
of grammars and avoid many irrelevant linguisti problems. For instan e, a Fren h
grammar for mathemati s does not need to de ne all the 51 Fren h verb forms, but
two is often enough.
However, the ad ho way of de ning grammars may lead to dupli ation of work: if
di erent parts of verb onjugation are needed in di erent appli ations, one annot
use the onjugation de ned for one grammar as a resour e for another grammar.
And, of ourse, this style of grammar-writing favours linguisti ally unmotivated
solutions.
The idea of resour e grammars is to de ne ommon and unproblemati parts of
on rete syntax|su h as in e tion tables|independently of abstra t syntax. Using
13
14

We use + instead of ++ between strings to say that they belong to the same token (Tok).
If the argument type of a fun tion f is a parameter type, ase analysis is of ourse possible in
the form f = x ! table f: : :g ! x.
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a resour e grammar needs some are, however: a grammar en oding 51 forms of
one thousand verbs is a heavy tool for a tually dealing with two forms of ten verbs.
When used in a nave way, it produ es enormous runtime systems. What makes
resour e grammars pra ti al is type-driven partial evaluation (Se tion 7.1). Suppose
we only need two forms of Fren h verbs|say, the indi ative and subjun tive of third
person singular present tense. The linearization type of verbs is then

lin at Verb = fs : Mode

)

Strg

Assume that we have a resour e grammar with omplete forms of onjugation a la
Bes herelle, in a form like

oper tenir : VForm

)

Str = t

where VForm is the parameter type with 51 values. When evaluated, t yields the
full table for the verb tenir ( f. Se tion 5.2). Now, to use obje ts of this type as
linearizations of verbs in the ategory Verb, all we need is an interfa e operation

oper useVerb : (VForm ) Str) ! fs : Mode ) Strg = t !
fs = table fInd ) t ! (Indi Pres Sg P3) ; Sub ) t ! (Subj Pres Sg P3)gg
Linearizations an then be de ned ompa tly, for instan e,

lin Tenir = useVerb tenir
and the result is a two-element table with the forms tient, tienne, sin e the term
is -expanded with respe t to the expe ted linearization type and then evaluated.
If some other set of forms is needed, all that has to be hanged is the de nition of
the interfa e operation useVerb.
Resour e grammars are an obvious way to de ne morphology and lexi on, and
they an often be ompiled from existing resour es or reated by using generalpurpose programming languages. But the idea also makes sense for syntax. For
instan e, the German linearization types for senten es, noun phrases, verb phrases,
and transitive verbs, and the predi ation and omplement rules (Se tion 5.3) an
be written as operations:15

oper S :
NP :
VP :
TV :
Pred :
Compl :

15

Type = fs : Ord ) Strg
Type = fs : Case ) Str ; n : Agrg
Type = fs1 : Agr ) Str ; s2 : Strg
Type = fs : Agr ) Strg
NP ! VP ! S = : : :
TV ! NP ! VP = : : :

If the linguist prefers to write her grammar using fun, at, lin, and lin at, as in Se tion 5.3,
the oper de nitions an be extra ted automati ally from them.
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More fun tions an be de ned in terms of these basi operations:
Pred1 : VP
Pred2 : VP

!
!

NP
NP

!
!

S = F; x ! Pred x F
NP ! S = F; x; y ! Pred x (Compl F y )

The writer of an appli ation grammar for e.g. mathemati s an use these operations
without knowing anything about German word order and agreement. If she has
de ided that propositions are linearized as S, one-pla e predi ates as VP, and twopla e predi ates as TV, all she has to know is whi h verbs (from the resour e
grammar) are used for ea h predi ate16. For instan e, to linearize the one-pla e
onvergen e predi ate and the two-pla e interse tion predi ate, she writes

lin Converge = Pred1 konvergieren
Interse t = Pred2 s hneiden
In this way, a division of labour is a hieved between authors of resour e grammars,
who are experts in linguisti rules, and authors of appli ation grammars, who are
experts in the domain of appli ation.

6 The GF language
This se tion gives a on ise de nition of the GF formalism. The framework-level
notions of type he king and evaluation are spe i ed by inferen e rules. The notation we use is exa tly the same as the notation re ognized by the GF parser, with
the exeption of a handful of non-ASCII symbols: in ASCII-written GF sour e ode,
we repla e  by \, ! by ->, and ) by =>.17

6.1 Grammars and judgements
A GF grammar is a sequen e of judgements. Judgements are divided into two sorts:
those of abstra t syntax and those of on rete syntax. Figure 1 shows the forms of
judgement used in GF grammars, together with their verbal readings.
Every form of judgement has a keyword (su h as at, param). Every judgement
ends with a semi olon (;), whi h we usually omit in typeset text, where we have
a ess to layout. Using the semi olon (or layout) makes it possible to omit keywords:
on e a keyword appears in the ode, it is read as the rst word of every semi olonseparated judgement, until a keyword is en ountered again.
The forms of judgement shown in Figure 1 are the ones that may appear in GF
grammars. On the metalevel, we also use judgements of the forms
A : Type A is a type
a : A
a is an obje t of type A
a = b
a is de nitionally equal to b
16
17

In luding adje tives as possible linearizations of predi ates would not be a problem: the
adje tive-verb distin tion ould be hidden in slightly more general linearization types.
Some GF stru tures that are supported by the a tual implementation are left out, sin e we
onsider them experimental; we refer to do umentation in (Ranta, 2002) for su h features.
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Abstra t syntax.

at C
fun f : A
def a = b
data C = f1 j : : : j fn

C is a ategory depending on the ontext
f is a fun tion of type A
a is de ned as b
C has the onstru tors f1 ; : : : ; fn

Con rete syntax.

param P = C1

1

j

: : : j Cn n

lin at C = L
lindef C = t
lin f = t
oper h : T = t

P is a parameter type with the onstru tors
C1 with ontext 1 , . . . , Cn with ontext n
C has the linearization type L
C has the default linearization t
f has the linearization fun tion t
h is an operation of type T , de ned as t

Synta ti sugar: omitting keywords.

key J ; : : : ; K




key J ; : : : ; key K

Fig. 1. Forms of judgement in GF.

with their usual Logi al Framework meanings (in e.g. (Nordstrom et al., 1990)).

6.2 Abstra t syntax
6.2.1 Categories, types, and fun tions

Judgements of at and fun forms are used for building basi types and obje ts.
The at judgement
at C
presupposes that is a ontext, i.e. a sequen e of variable de larations
(x1 : A1 )    (x : A )
n

n

where A : Type (x1 : A1 )    (x 1 : A 1 ) for every i = 1; : : : ; n. The rule
of basi type formation (Figure 2) tells how types are formed from a ategory by
instantiating the ontext. If n = 0, the ontext is empty, and C is itself a type.
The fun judgement
fun f : A
presupposes that A is a type. It generates an obje t f of type A, to whi h the rules
of appli ation and abstra tion apply in a ordan e with the type A, as well as the
and  onversion rules. These rules are shown in Figure 2. They are more or less
the standard rules of logi al frameworks with dependent types, su h as (Nordstrom
et al., 1990).
Synta ti sugar in Figure 3 is of two opposite kinds: variable elimination and type
fa torization. As usual in dependently typed languages, variables an be eliminated
from ontexts and fun tion types whenever there are no dependen ies on them.
The resulting notation is similar to simply typed languages, su h as Haskell. On
i

i

i
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Basi type formation.

at C (x1 : A1 )    (xn : An ) a1 : A1 : : : an : An (x1 := a1 ; : : : ; xn
C a1 : : : an : Type

1

:= an 1 )

Basi obje t formation.

fun f : A
f : A
Fun tion type formation, appli ation, and abstra tion.

(x : A)
A : Type B : Type
(x : A) ! B : Type

f : (x : A) ! B a : A
f a : B (x := a)

(x : A)
b : B
x ! b : (x : A) ! B

and  onversion.

: (x : A) ! B
= x ! ( x)

(x ! b) a = b(x := a)
De nition expansion.
f a1 : : : a n = t

1 :::

n
for the rst def f p1 : : : pn = t su h that p1 < 1 > a1 ; : : : ; pn < n > an

Fig. 2. Rules for types and obje ts in abstra t syntax.

Variable elimination.
( : A)
A
( : A) ! B
A!B
 !b












(x : A)
( : A)
(x : A) ! B
( : A) ! B
x ! b

if

does not depend on x

if B does not depend on x
if b does not depend on x

Fa torization.

fun f; : : : ; g : A
(x; : : : ; y : A)
(x; : : : ; y : A) ! B
x; : : : ; y ! b










fun f : A ; : : : ; g : A
(x : A)    (y : A)
(x : A) !    ! (y : A) ! B
x !    ! y ! b

Fig. 3. Synta ti sugar for abstra t syntax.

the other hand, the use of variables allows type fa torizations that are not possible
in Haskell. For instan e, the following abbreviation is useful if A is omplex:
( ; ; : A) ! B  A ! A ! A ! B:
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6.2.2 Normal forms of abstra t syntax types and obje ts

The type of any fun fun tion f has the form
(x1 : A1 ) !    ! (x : A ) ! A
n

n

where A is a basi type C t1 : : : t where C is a ategory. With referen e to this
form, we say that A1 ; : : : ; A are the argument types of f , that A is its value type,
and that C is its value ategory. The full appli ation of f has the form
m

n

f a1 : : : a

n

whose type is A(x1 := a1 : : : x := a ). A term of a fun tion type is in  normal
form, if it is an abstra tion
n

n

z1 !    ! z

n

!b

and b is an appli ation of a onstant or a variable or a metavariable, with all
arguments in  normal form. We an use the and  onversion rules to bring
any well-typed term into this form.18
6.2.3 Metavariables

There is an in nite supply of metavariables
?0 ; ? 1 ; ? 2 ; : : :
whi h an be terms of any type. Metavariables are generated in parsing and in
intera tive editing, and they do not appear in GF grammars. Sin e they are generated dire tly in -expanded form x1 ; : : : ; x ! ? , the metavariable ? itself
has always a basi type C a1 : : : a .
m

k

k

n

6.2.4 De nitions

A judgement of the form

data C = f1 j : : : j f

n

presupposes that C is a ategory and that f1 ; : : : ; f are fun fun tions, su h that
the value ategory of ea h f is C . What the judgement says is that f1 ; : : : ; f
are onstru tors of the ategory C . Like in ALF (Magnusson & Nordstrom, 1994),
onstru tors an be added in rementally, by new data judgements.
A judgement of the form
n

i

n

def f p1 : : : p

m

= d

presupposes that f is a fun fun tion but not a onstru tor, and that d is an obje t
of type determined by the types of f and p1 ; : : : ; p 19 . The arguments p1 ; : : : ; p
m

18
19

m

Thus a fun tion f alone is a term in normal form only if its type is a basi type: in the general
ase, the normal form of the term f is z1 !    ! zn ! f z1 : : : zn .
Cf. the de nition of pattern ontexts in Figure 6, modi ed for dependent types.
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are patterns, i.e. terms formed from variables, the wild ard , and onstru tors.
Those def judgements that have one and the same f form the impli it de nition
of that f . They determine how appli ations of f are omputed by using pattern
mat hing. Mat hing is performed in the order in whi h the equations appear in the
grammar, and the patterns may overlap; the pattern-mat hing rules are the same
as the ones for on rete syntax in Figure 6.
Fun tions f that are neither onstru tors nor de ned impli itly are primitive
notions. The lexi al rules of GF make no distin tion between onstru tors, de ned
fun tions, and primitive notions.

6.3 Con rete syntax types and expressions
6.3.1 Tokens and strings

The type Str, informally alled \strings", is a tually a type of lists of tokens, whi h
are obje ts of type Tok. Tokens in normal form are quoted strings ("foo"). The
agglutination t + u of two tokens is also a token. Token lists are built from the
empty list [ ℄ and from tokens by means of on atenation ++ (Table 4).
We treat Tok and Str as abstra t types, whi h an be instantiated by any types
that support the aforementioned methods. A simple model is one in whi h tokens
are strings and token lists are lists of strings. In this model, + is string on atenation
and ++ is list on atenation. Expressions for tokens an also be used as expressions
for singleton token lists, and are thus overloaded. 20
6.3.2 Parameters and parameter types

A parameter type (PType) P is de ned by a parameter de laration

param P = C1

1

j ::: j C

n

n

where ea h is a parameter ontext, i.e. a sequen e P1 : : : P of parameter types.
The parameter de laration introdu es the parameter onstru tors C1 ; : : : ; C , whi h
an be used as fun tions from their parameter ontexts to P .
The parameter de larations of a grammar may not be re ursive, nor mutually
re ursive. As a onsequen e, every parameter type P is nite, and we an form the
list of all parameter values of type P ,
i

m

n

V = [1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n ℄
P

P

P

p

generated by a left-to-right enumeration of the parameter values of type P 21 .
20

21

Another model of tokens are word des riptions obtained from a morphologi al analyser, e.g.
\point+Noun+Pl" instead of \points". This demands separate morphology passes before parsing
and after linearization, but is an eÆ ient way to implement parsing when the lexi on is large.
This is similar to the derivation of Enum lass instan es in Haskell, but more powerful, sin e it
applies not only to enumerated types but also to disjun tive and onjun tive types.
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The types of tokens and strings and parameter types.

Tok; Str; PType : Type
Tokens, the empty string, tokens as strings, agglutination, and on atenation.

"foo" : Tok

t :
t :

[ ℄ : Str

Tok
Str

t; u : Tok
t + u : Tok

s; t : Str
s ++t : Str

Parameter types and onstru tors.
P : PType
P : Type

param P = : : :
P : PType

param P = : : : j C P1 : : : Pn j : : :
C : P1 ! : : : ! P n ! P

Re ord type formation.
T1 ; : : : ; Tn : Type
r1 : T1 ; : : : ; rn : Tn g :

f

Type

Re ord formation and proje tion.
t1 : T 1 : : : t n : T n
r1 = t1 ; : : : ; rn = tn g : fr1 : T1 ; : : : ; rn : Tn g

f

: f: : : ; r : T ; : : :g
:r : T

Proje tion omputation.
: : : ; r = t; : : :g:r = t

f

Table type formation.
P : PType T : Type
P ) T : Type
Table formation and sele tion.
t1 : T P p1 : : : tn : T P pn [p1 ; : : : ; pn exhaustive for P ℄
table fp1 ) t1 ; : : : ; pn ) tn g : P ) T

: P

)

Sele tion omputation.

table f: : : ; p

)

t; : : :g ! v = t

for the rst p su h that p < > v

Lo al de nition.

(x : T )
t: T
e:E
let fx : T = tg in e : E

let fx : t = T g in e = e(x := t)

Global de nition.

oper h : T = t
h : T

oper h : T = t
h=t

Fig. 4. Types and obje ts of on rete syntax

T p : P

!p : T
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Con atenation of tokens.

["foo : : : bar"℄  "foo" ++ : : : ++"bar"
Fa torization.
f: : : ; r; : : : ; s : T ; : : :g
f: : : ; r; : : : ; s = t; : : :g
let fx1 : T1 = t1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn = tn g in e

: : : ; r : T ; : : : ; s : T ; : : :g
: : : ; r = t; : : : ; s = t; : : :g
let fx1 : T1 = t1 gin
: : : let fxn : Tn = tn g in e




f




f




Case expression.

ase e of

f   g 


table

f   g

!e

Fig. 5. Synta ti sugar for on rete syntax.

6.3.3 Re ord types and re ords

The rules for labelled re ords in Figure 4 are ompletely standard. Re ord labels
have lo al s opes, and their name spa e is distin t from identi ers. For a re ord r to
be of the type R, it is enough that every label of R is given a value of appropriate
type in r. The order of elds does not matter, nor do super uous elds in r. In
notation, elds in re ord types and re ords an be fa torized.
6.3.4 Table types, tables, and pattern mat hing

Tables of type P ) T are nite fun tions from P to T . The argument type P
must be a parameter type. The normal form of a table is a omplete enumeration
of argument-value pairs:

table f1

P

) t ; ::: ; n ) t g
1

P

n

For onvenien e, and to apture generalizations, the use of patterns is permitted
as well.22 There are three kinds of patterns, as shown in Figure 6. The mat hing
relation
p< >v
\the pattern p mat hes the value v with the substitution ", is used in Figure 6 to
de ne the omputation of sele tions from tables with patterns. To test whether a
list of patterns is exhaustive for a given type P , we just test whether all values of
type P are mat hed by them.
Patterns are mat hed from left to right, and they are allowed to overlap, like in
Haskell. Nonlinear patterns are forbidden (i.e. patterns where a variable x o urs
more than on e). It is in virtue of this that pattern ontexts and substitutions an
be simply on atenated.
22

Tables with patterns are synta ti ally similar to fn expressions in ML.
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Patterns: wild ard, variable, and onstru tor.
x

C p1 : : : p n

Pattern ontexts.

P = ()
P (C p1 : : : pn ) = A1 p1   
Pattern mat hing rules.
<> v

x < (x := v ) > v

P x = (x : P )
An pn if C : A1 ! : : :

!

An

!

A

p1 < 1 > v 1 : : : p n < n > v n
C p1 : : : p n < 1 : : : n > C v 1 : : : v n

Fig. 6. Patterns and pattern mat hing.

If the argument type P of a table t is known, the table an be expanded to
eliminate patterns, by going through the list of all parameter values of P :

t = table f1

P

)t!1

P

; ::: ; n

P

)t!n g
P

It is often handy to use ase expressions as synta ti sugar for sele tions, as
shown in Figure 5.
6.3.5 Fun tions, operation de nitions, and lo al de nitions

Con rete syntax uses the same rules for fun tions and fun tion types as abstra t
syntax (Figure 2). Sin e fun tions are not part of anoni al GF (Se tion 5.4), the
 normal form plays no role in on rete syntax.
Fun tions are mostly introdu ed in operation de nitions, judgements of the form

oper h : T = t
where T is any type (in the sense of on rete syntax) and t : T . Lo al de nitions
(let expressions) have a similar syntax, but they are lo al to expressions.
The oper de nitions of a grammar may not be (mutually) re ursive. A onsequen e of this is that a de ned operation h an always be eliminated from a
grammar by repla ing it with its de nition t; this pro edure is known as inlining.
6.3.6 Type variables

GF does not have polymorphism. Expli it type variables and dependent types are
used instead. The type of these variables is Type; there is for the time being no
strati ation. An example is the ip fun tion (familiar from Haskell):

oper ip : (a; b; : Type) ! (a ! b ! ) ! b ! a ! =  ; ; ; f; x; y ! fyx
Another example is a lo al type de nition, whi h is not possible in Haskell:
let fS : Type = fs : Strgg in S

!S!S!S
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6.4 Con rete syntax for abstra t syntax
A mathemati al view of a GF grammar is that the abstra t syntax de nes a free
algebra of syntax trees, and the on rete syntax de nes a homomorphism from
this algebra into a system of on rete-syntax obje ts. Mainly for the purpose of
deriving parsers, we restri t on rete-syntax obje ts to ertain spe ial forms of
re ords, aptured by the notion of a linearization type.
6.4.1 Linearization types

A linearization type L is a re ord type usable as value type of linearization. It must
have one or more elds whose types are Str-valued tables, the other elds having
parameter types. More pre isely,

 A string type is either Str or P ) S where S is a string type.
 If S is a string type, fs : S g is a linearization type.
 If L is a linearization type, so is the type resulting from adding a
where T is a parameter type or a string type.

eld r : T

To simplify the generation of a parser, we require that all and only the string type
valued elds are labelled s1 ; s2 ; : : :, or s23 .
When giving a linearization rule to a fun tion whose arguments have fun tion
types, we need to know what the linearization type of su h a type is. The following
lauses de ne this notion indu tively for all types:
(C a1 : : : a )o
= L, if lin at C = L
o
((x1 : A1 ) ! (x : A ) ! A)
= fv1 : Str; : : : ; v : Strg  Ao
In the latter lause, we assume that the fun tion type is in normal form, i.e. that
A is a basi type. To form the linearization type of a fun tion type, we thus add
to the linearization type of the value type one eld of type Str for ea h argument
type. The idea is to introdu e a eld for ea h variable symbol. If n = 1, we follow
the onvention of adding v : Str without a subs ript. To avoid lashes with the
system-generated labels v; v1 ; v2 ; : : :, for bound variables, these labels are forbidden
in user-de ned re ord types.
n

n

n

n

6.4.2 Linearization type de nitions and linearization rules

A linearization type de nition for a ategory C is a judgement of the form

lin at C = L
whi h presupposes that L is a linearization type. A notational onvention allows us
to omit the lin at judgement of a ategory C if the linearization type is fs : Strg.
A linearization rule for a fun tion

fun f : (x1 : A1 ) ! (x : A ) ! A
n

23

An alternative would be to type-annotate the re ord elds.

n
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Pattern variables in linearization rules.

lin f x1 : : : xm = t  lin f = x1 ; : : : ; xm ! t
The pattern rule format.

pattern f x1 : : : xn = t1 ++ : : : ++ tm  lin f x1 : : : xn = fs = t01 ++ : : : ++ t0m g

where "foo"0 = "foo" and x0i = xi :s.

Fig. 7. Synta ti sugar for linearization.

is a judgement of the form
whi h presupposes that

lin f = t

t : Ao1 ! : : : ! Ao ! Ao
A on rete syntax is omplete w.r.t. an abstra t syntax, if it ontains a lin at judgement for every at judgement, and a lin judgement for every fun judgement.
The pattern notation for linearization rules (Se tion 2) an be used if the argument and value types of f all have the linearization type fs : Strg. A pattern
element t is then either a token or one of the variables x (see Figure 7).
n

i

j

6.4.3 Default linearization

To linearize symbols not de ned in the grammar (variables and metavariables),
GF uses default linearization. It is a fun tion that takes a string to an obje t of
a linearization type. The default linearization of a ategory C is de ned by the
judgement
lindef C = t
whi h presupposes
t : Str ! C o :
If the grammar does not ontain a judgement of this form, a default default linearization is used: for a string t, it is a re ord where every eld of a string type has
uniformly the value t, and every parameter eld of type P has as its value 1 , i.e.
the rst value of type P .
P

7 Partial evaluation and parsing
While the linearization and type he king algorithms follow straightforwardly from
the semanti s of GF, there are two other algorithms that are ru ial for most pra ti al appli ations of GF, and whi h are nontrivial: partial evaluation and parsing.
Partial evaluation takes a GF grammar into a form by whi h linearization an be
performed with the minimum of interpretational overhead. The same form is the
basis of parsing, sin e it permits the derivation of a nite set of ontext-free rules.
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7.1 Partial evaluation
Partial evaluation is evaluation at ompile time, leaving evaluation at runtime less
work to do (Jones et al., 1993). A partial evaluator takes a program and omputes it
as far as it an. In general, the result is not fully evaluated, sin e some input of the
program is unknown. Moreover, partial evaluation an be performed in di erent
ways, e.g. optimizing either the time needed to run the runtime program or the
spa e needed to store it.
What we do in GF is evaluate linearization rules into the anoni al form of
Se tion 5.4. This operation does not always optimize spa e: although it sometimes
does redu e spa e, it may also do quite the ontrary. However, the result is always
a time-optimized runtime grammar.
Given a rule pair

fun f : (x1 : A1 ) ! : : : ! (x : A ) ! A ; lin f = t
n

n

we -expand the term t with respe t to a sequen e of argument variables, that is,
variables standing for arguments of the fun tion f . We denote argument variables
by pairs <C; i> , where C is the value ategory C of the argument type A , and
i tells that it is the i'th argument. Showing the ategory will be useful in parser
generation. The result is a linearization rule
i

lin f =  <C1 ; 1 > ; : : : ; <C ; n>
n

! fr

1

= t1 ; : : : ; r

m

= t

m

g

where further -expansions w.r.t. the linearization type of A have produ ed the
re ord form. Ea h t (j = 1; : : : ; m) is either an expression of a basi type (Str or
a parameter type) or a fully expanded table
j

table f1

P

) u!1

P

; ::: ; n

P

) u!n g
P

where ea h term u ! k is evaluated further by inlining oper and let onstants,
-expanding re ords and tables, and applying the evaluation rules for proje tions,
sele tions, and fun tion appli ations. Sometimes we also need transformations analogous to the elimination of maximal segments in proof theory (Prawitz, 1965). The
most important su h transformation is
P

(table fp

) f ; : : : ; q ) gg ! e) a B table fp ) f a ; : : : ; q ) g ag ! e

pushing an appli ation inside a table. The transformation is needed if the sele tion annot be omputed: su h is the ase if e depends on an argument variable.
There are similar rules for proje tion and sele tion. The eliminability of fun tion
appli ations is analogous to the subformula property of intuitionisti propositional
al ulus: sin e the type of the linearization term onsists solely of re ords, tables,
strings, and parameters, no terms of fun tion types need appear in it.
After partial evaluation, the only remaining unknown input in linearization rules
are the argument variables. Be ause of ompositionality, they an be treated as
pointers to the linearizations of subtrees.
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7.2 Parsing
In Se tions 2.5 and 3.3, the parsing problem of simpli ed versions of GF were
redu ed to parsing in ontext-free grammars. We will now do the same to full GF.
We use the partially evaluated form of linearization fun tions, and onsider the
elds that are of string types. Ea h eld is an n-pla e table (n  0) that has
nitely many possible values u of type Str. We all these values u the produ tions
of the fun tion f . We derive a nite set of ontext-free rules from every produ tion:
starting from a linearization rule

lin f =  <C1 ; 1 > ; : : : ; <C ; n>
n

!r

onsider an s -labelled (and thus Str-valued) eld of r. Let u be a produ tion
oming from this eld. The ontext-free rules generated from u have the form
k

f : C ::=
k

p

where the value ategory C stands for the k'th part of C , and the right-hand side
is a sequen e of ontext-free items. The sequen e is onstru ted from elements
of the set u, whi h is de ned indu tively on the stru ture of the produ tion u:
Terminal:
s
= fsg

Nonterminal:
( <C; i> :s )
= fC g
Binding:
( <C; i> :v )
= fVar g
Con atenation: (a ++b)
= f 0 j 2 a  ; 0 2 b g
Sele tion:
(a ! p)
= a
k

j

j

i

j

(table fp1

Table:

j
i

) b ; : : : ; p ) b g)
1

k

k

[ 
b
k

=

i

i=1

Now, ea h sequen e in the set u has the form
1

:::

m

where ea h is either a terminal s or a ategory symbol C indexed by the argument position i and the dis ontinuous-part number j . This is not yet a sequen e of
ontext-free items, be ause of the presen e of the position numbers: these numbers
are needed for pro les. However, the formation of ontext-free items
0 ::: 0
j

l

i

1

m

is just simpli ation of nonterminals: ea h Var be omes Var, and ea h C be omes
C . The pro le p is onstru ted by olle ting, from the subsequen e of nonterminals
in 1 : : : , the list of positions for ea h argument pla e of f , in the same way as
in Se tion 3.3.
Pro les p in rule labels f were earlier just an optimization removing the need
to look up f in the grammar when postpro essing parse trees. When parametri
variation is introdu ed, pro les be ome indispensable: the arguments of f may be
pla ed to di erent positions when the tree is linearized under di erent parameters.
Thus it would not be enough to look up f to restore the order of onstituents.
When restoring syntax trees from parse trees, we do the same as in Se tions 2.5
j

m

p

j

j

j

i
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and 3.3. Dis ontinuous onstituents bring nothing new to this, sin e they an be
treated as redupli ations. What typi ally happens in these redupli ation instan es is
that di erent parts have metavariables in di erent pla es, so that no on i ts arise
when the nal result is formed by unifying the parts. For example, the German
grammar of Se tion 5.3 generates the ontext-free grammar (with pro les that
ignore bindings, whi h are empty)
Pred[[1℄;[2;3℄℄ : S
Pred[[2℄;[1;3℄℄ : S
Pred[[1℄;[2;3℄℄ : S
Compl[[1℄;[℄℄ : VP1

::=
::=
::=
::=
2
Compl[[℄ [1℄℄ : VP ::=
;

NP VP1 VP2
VP1 NP VP2
NP VP2 VP3
TV
NP

The senten e Johann liebt Maria has the initial parse tree
Pred[[1℄;[2;3℄℄ Johann (Compl lieben ?) (Compl ? Maria)

whi h uni es to the nal tree
Pred Johann (Compl lieben Maria)

Sin e the formation of ontext-free rules suppresses all parameters, the parser
is over-tolerant. It ould, for instan e, re ognize they walks as a valid English senten e. A stri t parser is obtained by ltering away all those parse trees whose
linearization does not mat h the input string. This arrangement of parsing has the
disadvantage of being potentially ineÆ ient: the number of reje table parses an
be exponential24 . Its advantages are the simpli ity of implementation and that it
gives, as by-produ t, grammar orre tion: we an use tolerant parsing followed by
linearization to orre t they walks into they walk. Parsing via ontext-free grammars
is known as o -line parsing in the ontext of uni ation grammars: the alternative
is to perform uni ation at ea h onstru tion step of the syntax tree.

7.3 The expressive power of GF
The expressive power of a grammar formalism is often hara terized by its weak
generative apa ity|the lass of sets of strings (in Chomsky hierar hy) it is apable
of generating. Even though the fo us in GF is on strong generative apa ity (the
trees it assigns to strings), its pla e in Chomsky hierar hy is a meaningful question.
In a trivial sense, GF is in the lass 0 of unlimited languages, sin e we an
de ne the universal language U of strings over any nite alphabet and en ode any
predi ate P on U in the abstra t syntax as a type of proofs. The rule pair

fun f : (x : U ) ! P x ! S ; lin f x y = x
de nes a string language S whi h is unde idable if P is. This onstru tion is based
24

Or even in nite, if y li rules are present.
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on the suppression of an argument in linearization. However, sin e parsing of suppressed arguments is solved by introdu ing metavariables, it remains a meaningful
question what happens if we onsider GF without suppression. We have already seen
that GF is more powerful than the lass 2 of ontext-free languages (Se tion 2).
GF is not just mildly ontext-sensitive like e.g. TAG (Joshi, 1985), sin e GF an
de ne the double opy language fw e w e w j w 2 fa; bgg: The pre ise lo ation of
GF-without-suppression is an open question.

8 The implementation of GF
Above we have des ribed GF as a language of its own, independently of implementation. This des ription is partly an abstra tion from earlier implementation work,
partly a spe i ation followed in later work. In this se tion, we will give an outline
of the implementation and some problems that we have en ountered in it.

8.1 Overview of the ode
The Haskell implementation of GF (Version 1.0) has 12k lines of sour e ode in 95
modules. The main parts of the ode are the following:





Grammar ompiler: lexer, parser, type he ker, partial evaluator, parser generator.
Command line interpreter: fun tions to read grammar les and use grammars
in bat h mode.
Syntax editor: fun tions to edit GF obje ts intera tively.

The syntax editor is based on an abstra t ommand language built upon a zipper,
and it an be used through di erent user interfa es: we have a line-based editor, a
graphi al editor written in Fudgets (Carlsson & Hallgren, 1998), an experimental
spee h-based editor (Ranta & Cooper, 2001), and a Java GUI lient ommuni ating
with a GF server via an XML-based proto ol.

8.2 The use of Haskell
Haskell was hosen as implementation language for two reasons: we found it to be a
good general-purpose programming language (parti ularly good for implementing
ompilers for fun tional languages), and we wanted to onne t smoothly with some
other programs written in Haskell, in parti ular, the proof editor Alfa (Hallgren,
2000). Some of the ode was translated from earlier SML programs; in general, we
did not want to exploit the laziness of Haskell in any essential way25. Neither did we
use Haskell's impure features su h as stri tness ags. Monads (IO, error, state) are
used heavily, and some lasses are de ned to simplify fun tion names. GF onforms
25

There is one single point where laziness would be useful: to treat in nite lists of parse trees
arising in y li grammars (Se tion 2.5).
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to the Haskell 98 standard (Peyton Jones & Hughes, 1999), and an be ompiled
with all standard ompilers and interpreters, on all major operating systems26.

8.3 Performan e
There are two demanding omponents in GF: grammar ompilation and obje tlanguage parsing. The parser of grammars was reated using the Happy parser
generator (Marlow, 2001), and it performs well. If the grammar is lose to anoni al
form, type he king and partial evaluation together take less time than parsing27.
However, if the grammar makes heavy use of fun tions and pattern mat hing, partial
evaluation may take ten times longer than parsing. Some heuristi s have helped
onsiderably, su h as topologi ally sorting all oper de nitions and ompiling them
in dependen y order, ignoring unused operations. Of ourse, on e a grammar is
ready, the ompiled version an be saved in a le for rapid reuse.
The ineÆ ien y of obje t-language parsing is partly due to the inherent omplexity of general-purpose ontext-free parsing algorithms28. This an be helped in
the spe ial ase of LALR(1) by using Happy parsers, whi h an be automati ally
generated from GF. More often, however, the bottlene k is postpro essing. To solve
this problem, postpro essing would have to be integrated in the rst parsing phase,
using e.g. the semanti a tions of Happy or some form of attribute or uni ation
grammar. This is a resear h problem rather than an implementation issue.

8.4 A essing GF
Users who do not write grammars themselves typi ally use GF via the graphi al
intera tive editor. For grammar developers, and writers of bat h programs, there is
a ommand language and a shell, also permitting s ripts. For instan e, the following
s ript imports an English and a Fren h grammar, reads the le enter.txt, parses
it as an English text, and linearizes the resulting tree in Fren h:
i alarm.Eng.gf
i alarm.Fra.gf
rf enter.txt | p -lang=Eng | l -lang=Fra

Haskell programmers an a ess GF through an API (Appli ation Programmer's
Interfa e) module. It ontains both default and ustomizable versions of parsing,
linearization, and translation fun tions. This makes it possible to in lude GF fun tionalities and use GF grammars in other Haskell programs.
A library of ma ros is provided for reating GF grammars by Haskell programs.
One way of using these ma ros is to de ne translations from other grammar formats
26
27
28

Sin e the Fudgets library (Carlsson & Hallgren, 1998) requires the X window system, the Java
GUI is the only graphi al interfa e that works on Mi rosoft Windows.
Parsing a 22k-line grammar with a Swedish resour e lexi on takes 4 se onds on a 1.5 GHz
Pentium 4 with RedHat Linux 7.1; the rest of the ompilation of this lose-to- anoni al grammar
takes 3 se onds.
The time they take is ubi in the length of the input string.
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to GF. For instan e, BNF and EBNF an be used as input formats. Another use of
ode generation is to bypass the partial evaluator of GF: make all generalizations
and abstra tions in the Haskell ode, and generate anoni al GF dire tly. The next
step from this idea would be to de ne GF as an embedded language (Hudak, 1996).
However, we prefer to see GF as a language of its own, whi h an be used and
reasoned about independently of implementation language. Moreover, sin e GF
has dependent types, it is not possible to rely on ode generated from Haskell: at
least a type he ker would in any ase have to be written.

9 Some appli ations of GF
GF grammars have been written for fragments of at least 20 natural languages and
many formal languages. Most of these grammars serve the theoreti al purpose of
verifying that GF an express a parti ularly intri ate grammati al rule, or formalize
the semanti s of some spe i appli ation. The following list mentions some appliations that have passed the level of rst experiments and be ome independent
proje ts.
Proof text editors. These are systems in whi h formal proofs are intera tively
onstru ted in type theory and at the same time viewed as texts in natural language. Via a parser, natural language input is also possible. The system is extensible
to user-de ned onstants by means of user-de ned linearization rules; if a rule is
not given, a default linearization is generated. Users an also extend it to new
new natural languages by writing GF grammars for the on rete syntax. Two implementations of proof text editors have been made in GF: one that works as a
plug-in in the proof editor Alfa (Hallgren & Ranta, 2000), with support for English, Fren h, and Swedish, and another one using the generi GF interfa e, also
supporting Finnish, Italian, and Russian.
Software spe i ations. Formal and semi-formal software spe i ation languages, su h as OCL (Warmer & Kleppe, 1999), are widely used in industry, but
still wider is the use of informal spe i ations in natural language. A proje t is
going on to bridge this gap by building an abstra t spe i ation language in GF,
with on rete syntaxes for OCL and English (Hahnle et al., 2002). The goal is to
enable simultaneous produ tion of formal and informal spe i ations. The editor is
being integrated in an industrial CASE tool.
Controlled language. This is the next step from mathemati al proofs via software spe i ations towards non-mathemati al language. Controlled languages are
subsets of natural languages used for te hni al purposes su h as instru tion manuals
for air raft maintenan e. Today's ontrolled languages (e.g. (The Boeing Company,
2001)) have neither formal grammars nor automati he kers. But GF has been
used to de ne prototypes where formal veri ation is applied to do uments written
in natural language. An example is a set of instru tions for using an alarm system,
generated in English, Fren h, German, and Swedish, and equipped with a formal
proof that the instru tions preserve the system in a legal state (Johannisson &
Ranta, 2001).
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Dialogue systems. This is human-ma hine intera tion where information is
gathered by questions and answers. For instan e, in a travel-agen y dialogue system
the ma hine asks where and when the ustomer wants to travel. The human answers
all questions till enough information has been gathered to omplete the booking.
In order for the dialogue not to be too monotonous, the dialogue system should
be exible and e.g. a ept answers to many questions at on e. Several su h riteria
are identi ed in (Bohlin et al., 1999). Somewhat surprisingly, it turned out that the
metavariable-based model of intera tion in proof editors readily ful ls most of these
riteria, even adding extra fun tionality, e.g. a better ontrol of the ontinuation of
a dialogue via dependent types (Ranta & Cooper, 2001).
10 Related work

10.1 Montague grammar and ategorial grammars
From the linguisti point of view, GF belongs to the tradition of Montague grammar
(Montague, 1974). For Montague, a grammar was a set of rules linearizing logi ally
interpreted analysis trees into strings of a natural language. The fo us was on
semanti s rather than on rete syntax. A well-known problem in Montague's syntax
is the use of so- alled \quantifying in" rules to linearize variable-binding operations.
Unlike other parts of Montague grammars, these rules annot be dire tly formalized
in GF, sin e they are not ompositional. The rules an be ir ums ribed, however,
partly by using ombinators instead of variable binding (as suggested by Steedman
(1988)), partly by means of dis ontinuous onstituents.
The distin tion between abstra t and on rete syntax is seldom made by linguists. It was suggested, however, by the logi ian Haskell B. Curry, under the headings of te togrammati and phenogrammati stru ture (Curry, 1963). For Curry, a
te togrammati stru ture is similar to a term in ombinatory logi , and it an show
up as di erent phenogrammati stru tures in di erent languages. Neither Curry
nor Montague pursued the multilingual aspe t, but there is a ma hine translation
proje t, Rosetta (1994), based on Montague grammar.
Categorial grammar shares with Montague grammar the use of a type system to
explain synta ti well-formedness. However, the idea is to explain not only abstra t
but also on rete syntax in terms of fun tion appli ation. To this end, Bar-Hillel
(1953) made a distin tion between pre x and post x fun tion types, = vs. n .
His idea was developed further by Lambek (1958), resulting in a al ulus that
overed an impressive fragment of English, and was eventually proved equivalent to
ontext-free grammars (Pentus, 1993). Extensions of Lambek al ulus use ri her sets
of onne tives (Morrill, 1994), or treat it as non ommutative linear logi (Abrus i,
1990).
In fun tional programming, some e orts have been made to implement logi al
and ategorial grammars. A parser for a Montague-style grammar was implemented
as a part of a database query system by Frost and Laun hbury (1989), in Lazy ML.
The grammar used in the system an also be de ned in GF. A parser for the
ategorial grammar of Shaumyan was implemented by Jones and Hudak (1995) in
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Haskell. This theory shares with Lambek al ulus the use of typing rules to de ne
on rete syntax.

10.2 Uni ation grammars
Uni ation grammars (Shieber, 1986) are a family of grammar formalisms where
ontext-free ategories are made dependent on features, whi h the parser tries to
unify. Many grammar formalisms in omputational linguisti s belong to this family.
De nite Clause Grammar (DCG) (Pereira & Warren, 1980) is perhaps the purest
and simplest of them, and it has a built-in implementation in the Prolog programming language. It is also the most widely known, be ause it works well in edu ation.
The biggest grammars, however, have been written in Head Driven Phrase Stru ture
Grammar (HPSG) (Pollard & Sag, 1994).
A typi al example of DCG is the English predi ation rule,
S

!

NP(n) VP(n)

This rule expresses the ondition that the subje t and the verb must have the same
number, n. In GF, the natural way to express the predi ation rule would be

fun Pred : NP

!

VP

!

S ; lin Pred N V = fs = N:s ++V:s ! N:ng

The traditional grammar view is loser to GF than to DCG: the subje t and the
verb are not in symmetri relation, but the verb depends on the subje t. The subje t
has a number (as inherent feature), whi h it gives to the verb (as parameter).
The advantage of treating inherent features and parameters on a par is omputational: it allows a dire t implementation of parsing as uni ation. From the
des riptive point of view, DCG appears as a low-level language, whi h moreover
does not have types. A suggestive way of parsing in GF grammars would be to
ompile them into a DCG, and use lo al uni ation instead of o -line parsing and
postpro essing.
HPSG inherits from PATR (Shieber, 1986) the use of re ords to express omplex
grammati al obje ts. In HPSG, these re ords ontain both synta ti and semanti
information. For instan e, the English noun form integers ould be des ribed by
the re ord (in GF notation)

f at = CN ; sem = Int ; phon = "integers" ; n = Pl ; g = Neutg
Re ords like this are alled signs in HPSG. The information ontained in a sign
belongs partly to fun tion de larations and partly to linearization rules in GF. We
ome lose to a sign if we take a linearization re ord and add elds for the type and
the syntax tree. However, the result is not quite the same: for Int, we get

f at = CN ; sem = Int ; s = table fSg ) "integer"; Pl ) "integers"g ; g = Neutg
The di eren e re e ts the hara teristi fa t that HPSG re ords are obtained by
analysing strings, whereas GF re ords are obtained by linearizing trees. The HPSG
re ord is, in a sense, an instan e of the GF re ord: it shows one bran h of a table
instead of the whole table.
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Another interesting feature of HPSG is that it has a type system, whi h helps
to dete t errors at ompile time. As regards re ords, the type system has mu h
in ommon with GF. But there are no fun tion types and thus no higher-order
abstra tions available for grammar writers.

10.3 Syntax editors
As a syntax editor, GF belongs to the tradition starting from Mentor (DonzeauGouge et al., 1975) and the Cornell Program Synthesizer (Teitelbaum & Reps,
1981). These systems were initially not frameworks but had a hard-wired obje t
language. Later on, the Cornell system used attribute grammars (Knuth, 1968)
in the same r^ole as the GF formalism is used in the GF editor, and Mentor was
extended by the formalism framework Metal (Kahn et al., 1983). As for on rete
syntax, these systems of ourse only support unambiguous programming languages,
one at a time. On the abstra t level, they have advan ed omputational features,
su h as stepwise forward and ba kward exe ution of ode.
Proof editors are a des endant of syntax editors, and the losest to GF are those
that use dependent types. GF has inherited its type theory from ALF (Magnusson
& Nordstrom, 1994), whi h uses metavariables, whereas NuPRL (Constable, 1986),
Coq (The Coq Development Team, 1999), and LEGO (Luo & Polla k, 1992) use
ta ti s. All these systems support some amount of user-de ned synta ti sugar, su h
as in x de larations, but are of ourse far from natural language syntax. For Coq, a
natural-language interfa e exists (Cos oy et al., 1995). It works in the dire tion of
linearization only and annot be extended by the user; however, it has some builtin optimizations that are not possible in ompositional linearization. Even more in
this dire tion is the proof explanation system PRex (Fiedler, 2001), whi h uses AI
methods to adapt proof texts for individual users.
WYSIWYM (\What you see is what you mean") is a multilingual authoring
system for software manuals (Power & S ott, 1998). The user edits an abstra t
obje t whi h is re e ted by \feedba k texts" in English, Fren h, and Italian. The
grammars are hard-wired in the system and work in the dire tion of linearization
only; the resear h emphasis is learly on intera tion rather than on grammars.

11 Con lusion
We have de ned a grammar formalism GF on top of a logi al framework with dependent types. The formalism is a spe ial-purpose fun tional programming language,
whi h adds the known advantages of fun tional languages (type he king, high abstra tion level, su in tness of expression) to a simple omputational model. GF
grammars an be used for both parsing and generation of languages. The formalism
is able to des ribe semanti onditions and intri ate natural-language stru tures. It
di ers from earlier grammar formalisms by being based on fun tional programming
and by having a powerful type system. The most important remaining problem is
the ineÆ ien y of the parsers generated from some GF grammars.
The main appli ations of GF are in domain-spe i fragments of natural lan-
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guage, whi h have a semanti model that an be des ribed in type theory. GF
grammars provide natural-language interfa es to su h models and make it possible
to translate domain-spe i language reliably via the model. GF supports intera tion: it an be used as a multilingual authoring system in whi h texts are reated
in many languages simultaneously. For future developments, an important task is
to develop libraries of domain-independent resour e grammars.
GF has been implemented in the fun tional language Haskell. The implementation follows the Haskell 98 standard and is portable to di erent operating systems.
In addition to the separate program, GF fun tionalities an be a essed from other
Haskell programs through an API module.
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